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The p-n junction diode is the basis for nearly all-modern semiconductor electronics, including
transistors and optical devices. The p-n structure is also useful for studying fundamental materials
properties, including the bandgap. Here, we show that a carbon nanotube p-n diode can provide a
comprehensive probe of the electronic states and optical transitions of individual single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWNTs).
We achieve doping by using a buried split gate structure that electrostatically dopes the two halves of
a single nanotube. The resulting diode can exhibit ideal diode behavior, the theoretical limit of
performance for any diode. In the photocurrent spectra, an alternating sequence of resonant peaks
from the dissociation of excitons and exciton-phonon bound states, for the lowest and higher
electronic subbands, is observed. These peaks provide a unique signature of the nanotube chirality
and diameter.
Using these properties, we attempt to measure the bandgap of individual intrinsic nanotubes, which
still remains an outstanding measurement challenge. We show that many-body effects dominate all
aspects of the nanotube electronic states and complicate the measurement of the most important
property of semiconducting carbon nanotubes.
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